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EXTREME POINTS OF UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

WITH TWO FIXED POINTS

BY

HERB SILVERMAN

ABSTRACT.   Univalent functions of the form /(z) = axz - ~£.n-2anz ,

where an > 0, are considered.  We examine the subclasses for which /(zn) = z0

or /'(zq) = 1, zq real.  The extreme points of these classes that are starlike of

order a are determined.

1. Introduction. In [7], Schild examined the class of polynomials of the

form/(z) = z - 2^_2anz", where a„ > 0 and f(z) is univalent in the disk \z\ <

1. In [5], Piîat studied the class of univalent polynomials of the form/(z) =

axz - 2^= 2a„z", where a„ > 0 and /(z0) = z0 > 0. This paper deals with

functions of the form

(1) m = axz - ¿ a„z",
n=2

where either

(2) a„ > 0,    f(z0) = z0      (-K z0 < 1; z0 # 0) ^

or

(3) an>0,   f'(z0)=l      (-Kz0<l).

As special cases, some of our results reduce to those of Schild or Pilât. A func-

tion f(z) is said to be starlike of order a, 0 < a < 1, if

Re{z/(z)//(z)}>a     (|z|<l)

and is said to be convex of order a if

Re{l+z/"(z)//'(z)}>a     (|z|< 1).

Given a and z0 fixed, let S$(a, z0) be the subclass of functions starlike of

order a that satisfy (2), and 5f(a, z0) be the subclass of functions starlike of

order a that satisfy (3). Also denote by K0(a, zQ) and Kx(a, z0) the subclasses
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of functions convex of order a that satisfy, respectively, (2) and (3).

In §2, we determine necessary and sufficient conditions for functions to be

in these classes. In §3, we find the extreme points for each of these classes. In

§4, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a subset B of the real inter-

val (0, 1) to have the property that UzTeß S*.(*> zy), Uz7gb K0(a, zy),

Uz7esSx(a, zy), Uz7es ^i(a> zy) eacri forms a convex family. The extreme

points of each of these classes is then determined. Many of the results in this

paper reduce to those in [8] in the special case z0 = 0.

I would like to thank Professor Eligiusz Ztotkiewicz for some interesting

discussions concerning this topic.

2. The main subclasses. In [4] it is shown that a necessary and sufficient

condition for functions of the form f(z) = z - l^z.2anzn (an > 0) to be star-

like of order a is that 2~=2(n - a)an < 1 - a.

The proof of the comparable result for functions of the form (1) is essentially

the same. See also [8]. We include the proof for the sake of completeness.

Theorem 1. A function f(z) = axz - 2~_2a„z" (an >0)is starlike of

order a if and only if 2~=2 (n - a)an < ax(l - a).

Proof. Assume that

(4) £ (n-a)an<ax(l-cx).
n=2

It suffices to show that the values for zf'(z)/f(z) lie in a circle centered at w = 1

whose radius is 1 - a. We have

V~=2(n-\)anzn

axz-^2anzn

^ *-=2(n-\)an

al - K=2an

This last expression is bounded above by 1 - a if (4) is satisfied.

Conversely, assume that

(5) n/W/- ^z-S^a^p01-

Choose values of z on the real axis so that zf'(z)/f(z) is real. Upon clearing the

denominator in (5) and letting z —► 1 through real values, we obtain (4).

Corollary. A function f(z) = axz - '¿^-2anzn (an >0) is convex of

order a if and only if S~=2„(„ - a)an < a,(l - a).

Proof.  It is well known that f(z) is convex of order ß if and only if zf'(z)

is starlike of order a. Since zf'(z) = axz - X^=2na„zn, we may replace an with

nan in the theorem.
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By choosing particular values for ax j= 0, we obtain some interesting sub-

classes.

Theorem 2. Suppose a„>0 for every n. Then f(z) = axz - I,^=2a„zn

isinS$(a,z0)ifandonlyif2~=2an[(n-á)l(l-á)-zn0-1] <1.

Proof.  Since f(z0)lz0 = 1 = ax - 2~=2a,,Zo_1, the result follows upon

substituting
eo

(6) «i = 1 + £ Vo-1
n=2

into the statement of Theorem 1.

Remark.   With a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 3 in [8], we

can show under the conditions of Theorem 2 that f(z) is univalent if and only if

2"_2a„(7i - zj_1) < 1. Hence all such functions are univalent if and only if

they are starlike.

Corollary 1. Iff(z) = axz - 2^_.2a„z" is in S$(a, z0), then

an <(1 -a)l((n - a) - (1 -a^"1)     (ft = 2, 3,... ).

with equality for f(z) = ((n - a)z - (1 - a)zn)l((n - a) - (1 - a^g"1).

Corollary 2.  Suppose an>0 for every n.  Then f(z) = axz - 2~_2 anzn

isinK0(a, z0) if and only if 2~= 2 an [n(n - a)/(l - a) - zg -1 ] < 1.

Proof. This follows from the corollary to Theorem 1 as Theorem 2 fol-

lowed from Theorem 1.

We now examine relationships between the classes Sfi(a, z0) and KQ(a, z0).

Theorem 3. Iff(z) E K0(a, z0), then f(z) E 5*2(2/(3 - a), z0).

Proof.   If fiz) E K0(a, z0), then ^=2a„[n(n - a)/(l - a) - z"^1]

< 1.   In view of Theorem 2, we wish to find the largest ß for which

2"=2a„ [(tí - ß)/(l - ß) - zg"1 ] < 1. It suffices to find the range of values of

ß for which (tí - 0)/(l - ß) < n(n - o)/(l - oi) for every ft.  Solving, we find ß <

2/(3 - a). This result is sharp, with extremal function

2(2-a)z-(l-c0z2
/(z) =-.

2(2-o)-(l-a)z0

Remark.   The conclusion of Theorem 3 is true even if a is negative. Thus

if f(z) E KQ(a, z0) for aTi^ real a < 1, then f(z) is also starlike and univalent.

Note that a function in the class K(a) of normalized univalent convex functions

need not be starlike for a < 0 and need be univalent (and close-to-convex) only

if a > -&. This latter statement follows from a criterion of Kaplan [3], because
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forz = re/9,0<öI <82 <2tt,

Ja I j^tt    i gttk \

fl2Re]l Jr%7r\d8>\* -\d8>-n     («>-Vi).
Bi      (        7   I J°\     ¿

Observe that f(z) = / 0(1 - f)2*01-1) ¿fr ¡s in K(a) but, by a lemma of Royster

[6], is not univalent for a < -14.

Theorem 4. 7//(z) E S$(a, z0), then f(z) is convex in the disk

n^r^)\ ^^2,3,...).

The result is sharp, with the extremal function being of the form

f (z) m {n-á)z-(l-á)zn
W)    (n-a)-il-ayzî-1      t« - 2, 3,. . . ).

Proof.  It suffices to show that \zf(z)lf(z)\ < 1 for \z\ < riß)- We haye

¡CiÙ
/'(*)

n-l
2"=2n(w - \)an\z\

ax-^n=2nan\zf-1

Thus |z/"00//'(z)l < 1 if

£ »(« - IK,!*!""1 < 1 + £ a^g"1 - £ nan\z\"-1,
n=2 n=2 n=2

or

(7) £fl>2kln-1-rS"1)<i-
n=2

According to Theorem 2, 2~=2a„((n - a)/(l - a) - zg"1) < 1. Hence (7) will

be true if

(8) n2U\"~l - zS_1 < (« - <*)/(l - a) - 2o_I      (« = 2, 3,... ).

Solving (8) for \z\ we obtain

|z| < [(« - a)/«2(l - a)] »/("-1)     (« - 2,3,... ),

and the result follows.

Remark.  The conclusions in Theorems 3 and 4 are independent of the

fixed point z0. In [8], these results were proved for the special case z0 = 0.

We turn next to the classes S*(a, z0) and Kx(a, z0). If/(z) has the form (1)

with condition (3) satisfied, then ax may be expressed as

(9) «i = 1 + £ nanz
n=2

n-l
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Upon substituting (9) into the statement of Theorem 1 and its corollary, we ob-

tain respectively

Theorem 5. Suppose an>0 for every n.  Then f(z) = axz - Y^=2anzn

is in Sf(a, z0) if and only ifX^=2an[(n - a)/(l - a) - tjzJ-1 ] < 1.

Corollary. Suppose a„>0 for every n.  Then f(z) = axz - I,^=2anzn

is in Kx(a, z0) if and only if 2~=2a„ [n(n - a)l(l -a)- tjzJJ-1 ] < 1.

3. Extreme points. There have been numerous papers recently dealing with

the extreme points for the closed convex hull of several compact families of uni-

valent functions. See for example [1] and [2]. The importance of determining

the extreme points of a compact family F lies in the fact that the maximum or

minimum value of any continuous linear functional defined over the set. of ana-

lytic functions occurs at one of the extreme points of the closed convex hull of

F. Unlike the classes most often considered, S$(a, z0) is a convex family. For

if/,(z) and f2(z) are in S$(a, z0), then f(z) = Xfx(z) + (1 - X)f2(z) can be

shown to satisfy the coefficient inequality of Theorem 2 and f(z0) = X/,(z0) +

(1 - a)/2(z0) = z0. We will now show that the extreme points of S$(a, z0) are

z  and    [(ft-ofl-p-qy-1]     fn = 234       x
2   and     [(n-a)-(l-a)zS-»J     ("-2>3'4---)-

Theorem 6. Set

Then f(z) E Sg(a, z0) if and only if it can be expressed in the form f(z) =

K=iKfn(^^ere \„>0and ^=x\n = 1.

Proof.  Suppose f(z) = 2~=j \fn(z), where X„ > 0 and 2"=, X„ = 1.

Then

Note that f(z0) = [2~_, X„]z0 = z0. We also have

- A„(l-a) \(n-a)-(l-a)zn0-l'\       -

£,(„-.)-(!-«),--» L     ^      J= „?>-l"x><L

Hence by Theorem 2,/(z) G S$(a, z0).

Conversely, suppose /(z) G Stfa, z0). Since
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an < (1 - a)/((fi - a) - (1 - a^"1)     (« - 2, 3,... ),

we may set

\, = [((" - a) - (1 - a>S_1)/(l - «)K     (« = 2, 3,... ),

and X, = 1 - 2:=2X„. Then/(z) - 2^=1Xw/n(z).

In like manner, the coefficient bounds on KQ(a, z0), S*(a, z0), and A\ (a, z0)

enable us to prove

Theorem 7. Set

f í \ j   ¿- r \     «(« - a)z - (1 - a)z"        ,      - ,        v
fl(z) = z   and   fnto-^_aJ_J_Ji-i       (" = 2,3,...).

Then f(z) E K0(a, z0) if and only if it can be expressed in the form f(z) =

K= i \i/«(z). wftere An > 0 and 2~= , X„ = 1.

Theorem 8. Set

77ien /(z) G 5f(a, z0) if and only if it can be expressed in the form f(z) =

K= i Kfn(z)>where X„ > 0 and 2^= j Xn = 1.

Theorem 9. Set

Tt(z) and   f„(z)      („ _a)_(1 _ û)z„-i        («-2,3,...).

Then f(z) EKx(a, z0) // and only if it can be expressed in the form f(z) =

2;=1X„/„(z), where X„ > 0 and 2~=1X„ = 1.

Remark.   Since the operator L defined by 7/(z) = iz0f(t)lt dt is an iso-

morphism from S*(a, zQ) to Kx(a, z0), Theorem 9 is also seen to be a conse-

quence of Theorem 6.

4. Convex families. Suppose B is a nonempty subset of the real interval

(0,1). We define S*(a, B) by

S*(«,B)=   U   S*(cx,zy).
zyes

As previously mentioned, if B consists of a single element then S*,(a, B) is a con-

vex family. It is of interest to investigate this class for other subsets B. We

shall make use of the following

Lemma. 7//(z) G S*(a, z0) n S*(a, zx), where z0 and zx are distinct pos-

itive numbers, then f(z) = z.
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Proof.  Setting/(z) = axz - ^"=2anz" (an > 0), we must have

«i = l+ ¿<Vo~1 = l+ ¿VÎ"1.
n=2 n=2

But this means that an = 0 for n > 2, and the proof is complete.

Remark.   If the condition that the fixed points be positive is relaxed, the

conclusion need not follow. For instance if f(z) E S$(a, zQ) and f(z) is odd, then

f(z)ES$(a,-z0).

Theorem 10. IfBis contained in the interval (0, 1) and 0 < a < 1, then

S$(a, B) is a convex family if and only ifB is connected.

Proof. We first assume B is connected. Suppose z0, zxEB with z0 < zx.

If /(z) = «iz - K=2anz" is «» s^fa zo). S(z) = M - 2„°=2bnzn is in S$(a, z,),

and 0 < X < 1, we will show that there exists a z2 (z0 < z2 < zx) such that

A(z) = X/(z) + (1 - X)g(z) is in 5J(o, z2). Set

r(z)=Ä = Xa1+(l-X)/31-X ¿a^-'-d-X) ¿ /»„z""1
* n=2 n=2

(10)
eo oo

= 1 + X £ «„(zS"1 -z""1) + (1 -X) £ ¿„(z?-1 -z""1),
n=2 n=2

and note that i(z) is real when z is real with t(z0) > 1 and t(zx) < 1. Hence

/(z2) = 1 for some z2, z0<^z2 < z,. Since zx, z2, and X are arbitrary, the fam-

ily S$(a, 5) is convex.

Conversely if B is not connected we can choose z0, zx EB, z2 £ 5, with

z0 < z2 < z1. Assume that f(z) and g(z) are not both the identity function.

Then, using the notation of (10) except that we fix z = z2 and allow X to vary,

i(X) = t(z2, X) = 1 + X ¿ an(z"Q-1 -zr1) + (1 - X) ¿ bn(znx-1 - zS"1).
w=2 n=2

Since t(z2, 0) > 1 and t(z2, 1) < 1, there must exist a X0, 0 < X0 < 1, for which

r(z2. *o) = 1- Thus ft(z) G Sfa, z2) for X = X„. Since z2 £/?, an application

of the lemma shows that ft(z) ^SJia, 5).   Hence the family 5J(a, 5) is not con-

vex.

Theorem 11.   If [z0, zj C (0, 1), fftew rfte extreme points of

S$(a, [z0,zx])arez,

/„(z) = ((n - a)z - (1 - a)z")/((72 - a) - (1 - a)zn0~l)      (n = 2, 3,... ),

one/

*„(z) - ((« - <*)z - (1 - a)z")/((7j - a) - (1 - a)^"1)     (72 = 2, 3,... ).
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Proof.  A function h(z) G S*(a, z2), z0 < z2 < z,, can only be an

extreme point of S*(a, [z0, zj) if it is an extreme point of S*(a, z2). So we

may assume that h(z) is an extreme point of S*(a, z2) and show that h(z) is an

extreme point of S*(a, [z0, z,]) if and only if z2 = z0 or z2 = zv To show

that

"„00 = ((" - <*)* - (1 - «)zn)l((n - a) - (1 - o)zn2-x)      (n = 2, 3, . . . )

can be expressed as a convex linear combination of fn(z) and gn(z) when z0 <

z2 < zx, we set

h a z) = xA"-«>*-(l-«y   l + fJ _ x,/(«-a)z-(l-a)z"\
Ä"CA'2)     A\(M-a)-(l-û)z0»-^+(1    X)^-a)-(1-a)zr»|

For z real and positive, we have «„(0, z) < h„(z) < hn(l, z). Hence there must

exist a X0, 0 < X0 < 1, for which hn(K0, z) = hn(z). In fact, for X0 such that

X0 1-X0 1

(n - a) - (1 - a)zg_1     (n -a) -(1 -a)z"_1     (n-a)-(l-a)z^_1

we have the coefficients for «„(X0, z) agreeing with the coefficients of hn(z).

That is, fl„(X0, z) = A„(z) throughout the unit disk when

X„ =
(«-a)-(l-a)zS"1  IA~1-%~1

° («-a)-d-a)zri ur1-^-1

Thus «„(z) cannot be an extreme point.

On the other hand, we can show for z positive and 0 < X < 1 that

/(z)<x/(w"a^"^"a)z"Un-x,^""^z"^"a>M
™» <X\£n -a) - (1 - aizr1 j + °    ^(n - a) - (1 - a^"1 J

(Z0 <Z3 <*1>*0 <*4 <zi),

and

:(r)^\( ^~c^-<1-ay\+(i-\J ("-<*)-0-<x)z"  \
gn{Z)>X[(n-a)-(l-a)z"5-1)+il    X^(„-a)-(i-a¿.-ij

(Z0 <ZS <Z1,Z0 <Z6 <Zj)..

This completes the proof.

Using the method of proof in Theorem 11, we obtain the following

Corollary. 7/0 < z0 <zx <\,the closed convex hull ofS*,(a, {z0, zx})

iaS*(a, [z0, z,]).
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We may similarly expand on the classes K0(a, z0), S\*(a, z0), and

Kx(u, z0). Our results may be summed up as

Theorem 12.  Let T(a, [z0, z,]), 0 <z0 <z, < 1, denote any of the

classesS$(a, [z0. zx]),K0(a, [z0, z,]),S*(a, [z0, zj), or Kx(a, [z0, zx]).

Then the extreme points of T(a, [z0, zx ]) are {extreme points of T(a, z0)} U

{extreme points of T(a, zx)}, and the closed convex hull of T(a, {z0, z,}) /j

T(a, [z0,z,]).
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